Music intro

[Sponsor message]

Act I   (Duration: ______ )

- Setting + characters
- **Inciting incident** *(The problem, or question, that the character — or you — is trying to solve or answer.)*
- **Turning point** *(The character turns in a new direction in response to the inciting incident.)*

Act II   (Duration: ______ )

- **The struggle** *(The attempt to solve the problem or question at hand. This is the “rising action” of your plot where you can develop your narrative arc.)*

[Sponsor message]

Act III   (Duration: ______ )

- **Climax** *(Theme reaches its most intense point of conflict)*
- **The resolution** *(Episode’s conflict is resolved & story ends)*

Closing remarks + teaser for next episode

Call to action

[Sponsor message]